**SedCatch® Sediment Basket™**

**Sizing and Installation Instructions**

**Sizing Instructions:**
Measure the actual size of the grate, note any obstructions that could interfere with the SedCatch® Sediment Basket™.

**Installation Instructions:**

1. Remove Grate
2. Place SedCatch® Sediment Basket™ on the lip of the storm sewer.
3. Place SedCatch® Dump Basket™ in Sediment Basket™
4. Replace Grate

**Maintenance Instructions:**
Inspect after each rain or as directed by engineer/inspector

If SedCatch® Dump Basket™ is not empty:

1. Remove grate
2. Lift the Dump Basket™ out of the Sediment Basket™ and dispose of contents in a suitable location.
3. Replace the Dump Basket™
4. Replace grate

After approximately 10-20 dumps, or as needed, remove sediment that has found its way around the Dump Basket™ that is resting in the bottom of the Sediment Basket™

While the Dump Basket™ has been removed, lift out the Sediment Basket™

Dispose the contents in a suitable location

Replace Sediment Basket™ on storm sewer frame lip.

Place SedCatch® Dump Basket™ in SedCatch® Sediment Basket™

Replace Grate